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Evermotion.archmodels Vol 7 Item (60 downloads) Archive. Evermotion - Archmodels.I wasn't aware of that. Nor were I aware
that he was leaving, but my understanding is that he's going to do it very quietly and over a period of time so as not to impact
Enron. True? If so, did anyone advise him of that? I need a little detail. DF From: Drew Fossum 10/05/2000 03:58 PM To:
Steven Harris/ET&S/Enron@ENRON cc: Lou Soldano/ET&S/Enron@ENRON, Mary Darveaux/ET&S/Enron@ENRON, Drew
Fossum/ET&S/Enron@ENRON Subject: Transwestern Contract Approval Klauke asked me to help clear up any questions that
I had about TW contracts. I called him and it sounds like the wheel is about to spin on the EXCESS LIABILITY decision.
Klauke is very anxious to get this behind him. I know there's a great deal of concern about handling this type of contract with
the deadline for the Gallup expansion approaching. I just wanted to make sure I had the info. correct about this. Please let me
know if I've misstated anything. Thanks. DrewThe 23-year-old left-back joined from Blackburn Rovers in the summer of 2014
after his impressive performances for Canada at 0298e982ba
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